
Tech Genius

ABOUT THE EVENT

Welcome to "Tech Genius," where minds converge and circuits sizzle in a dazzling display

of technological prowess! This quiz event is a thrilling journey through the digital realm,

challenging participants to navigate the complexities of coding, innovation, and emerging

technologies. Engage in a battle of wits as you decipher algorithms, unravel the mysteries

of cutting-edge developments, and showcase your mastery of all things tech. "Tech

Genius" is more than a quiz; it's an electric convergence of intellect, where geeks and

gurus unite to celebrate the ever-evolving landscape of technology. Join us for a

mind-bending experience that will test your tech acumen and crown the ultimate Tech

Genius!

Tech Genius Quiz Event Rules:

Team Composition:
● Teams must consist of [number] members.
● Solo participants are also welcome.

Format:
The quiz will consist of 3 rounds, each focusing on different aspects of technology.
Rounds may include multiple-choice questions, coding challenges, and visual
puzzles.

Question Types:
Questions will cover a broad spectrum of topics, including software development,
hardware, cybersecurity, emerging technologies, and more.
Scoring:

Time Limits:



Each round will have a specified time limit. Participants must submit their answers
within the allotted time.

Tiebreakers:
In the event of a tie, tiebreaker questions may be provided to determine the
winner.

Electronic Devices:
Participants are prohibited from using electronic devices, including smartphones
and calculators, during the quiz.

STAGES

The event is conducted in 2 stage

1) Zonal level will be held in Comedkares Innovation Hubs across Karnataka.

2) The State Level finale will be held in Bangalore.

CONTACT DETAILS

Nisar Ahmed
7259459885
nisar.ap@inunity.in

REGISTRATIONDEADLINE

Registration Deadline

11 Oct 23, 11:59 PM

REGISTRATION FEE

Every team has to pay a registration fee of ₹500/- in order to register successfully.

mailto:nisar.ap@inunity.in


PRIZE

ZONAL LEVEL

● INR 3,000 (1st Prize)

● INR 2,000 (2nd Prize)

● INR 1,000 (3rd Prize)

STATE LEVEL

● INR 10,000 (1st Prize)

● INR 7,000 (2nd Prize)

● INR 5,000 (3rd Prize)


